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Hello Gorgeous!

How are you feeling? Spring is upon us, and with it, the days are brighter, more
magical, filled with joy, hope and love! Isn’t it wonderful to exist in such a beautiful
world? With it comes the new astrological season as well - we’ll soon be entering
Taurus season, which will be opening a path towards abundance in our lives. 

April will be a special month as well, because a lot of astrological events will be
taking place, one of the most notable ones will be the official opening of eclipse
season - at the end of this month we will be having a New Moon Partial Solar
Eclipse in Taurus. So with all of these paths opening in front of us - what is the
best path to take? 

This will be a great time for immense change for all of us, and during these
changes, it will be super important to stay grounded, and harness inner stillness
so that you can ease the noise, and finally hear your intuition. 

We are finally finishing up the current
astrological season, starting anew with
the upcoming Aries Season and Spring
Equinox. A lot of exciting astrological
happenings are awaiting us, a lot of new
beginnings, a lot of space is opening up
in the world to create our own damn
magic. We are super excited about the
upcoming shift and change coming our
way - are you?

We know that some of you might not be
big fans of change. However, change is
inevitable in life, but even so, when we
are in our comfort zone, it can be hard to
make that much-needed change
happen - even when it’s for your own
good. Thankfully Mother Nature is very
caring of us, and it offers us faithful
companions on our path to magical
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WHAT ARE
CRYSTALS EXACTLY?

change. Crystals, the beautiful present Mother Nature gave us are here to support
us on our magical journey, and to help us always endure, push forward, and
create our own damn magic!

If you are a beginner in crystal healing, then you are starting in the right place!
Each month we will be sending you a Crystal Of The Month Box, where we will
include crystals, charged with Reiki Healing Energy by our Master Reiki Healer &
Founder - Shereen, as well as exercises and rituals in which you can use your
crystals. We will cover everything there is to know about that crystal, and its
various uses from beginner to advanced, and through each crystal, we will help
you to create your own damn magic.

This month we are giving you one of the most magical crystals in the crystal
healing world -
Tourmaline in two varieties - pink and black, as well as multiple shapes of
tourmaline: tumbled, pendant and a pyramid!

And now, before we dig into the meaning and benefits of tourmaline let’s check
out what are crystals and how to heal with crystals:

Crystals are different minerals extracted from the earth. Each crystal radiates with
a different energy frequency, and those energy frequencies of the crystals are
often used in crystal healing. 

By connecting with your crystals, allowing the energy frequencies of the crystals to
interact with your own life energy, the crystals can improve the flow of life energy
in your body, increase the vibes you send off into the universe, dissolve and heal
energy blockages in your body, cleanse and remove low-frequency vibes as well
as offer protection from low-frequency vibes. The possibilities with crystal healing
are endless because when you combine the frequencies of different crystals in
crystal grids, you can find a solution to any issue. 
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HOW TO USE
CRYSTALS?

The most important thing to remember is that every crystal has its own energy
frequency. To use crystals successfully, you first have to study each crystal's
properties. But, with so many crystals around it is very difficult to learn all their
properties, energy frequencies, and uses, as well as how to combine crystals. 

That is why we created this magical crystal healing box just for you! We want to
help you learn all there is to know about crystal healing, individual crystals, and
how crystals can interact with each other, as well as how they interact with you. 

Through learning about each crystal individually, you will soon become an
awesome crystal healer, and you will attain a vast collection of crystals to help
you heal and balance yourself!

So, how can you use 
the Tourmaline of this

month’s box?



WHAT IS TOURMALINE
AND WHAT ARE
TOURMALINE’S BENEFITS?

Black Tourmaline is well known for its ability to ground and protect. It’s a deeply
cleansing and calming stone. Many practices use Black Tourmaline in meditation
as a stone for releasing and cleansing negative energy, dissolving blocks and
also as a stone for protecting and balancing crystal grids.  

Black Tourmaline’s name derives from the ancient Sinhalese word “turamali” which
means ‘small from the earth’. Black Tourmaline is mostly black, however, its color
may vary depending on its composition. 

Black Tourmaline is a fairly common crystal and is available on all continents.
Most commonly, Black Tourmaline is produced in abundance in Africa,
Madagascar, Russia, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, and many more. 

WHERE DOES 
TOURMALINE 
COME FROM?



ARE THERE DIFFERENT
TYPES OF TOURMALINE?

Yes! Black Tourmaline varies by where it was formed and mined. Besides the
classic Black Tourmaline, in this month’s box we also included one of the most
beautiful and healing varieties of tourmaline - Pink Tourmaline.
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MOHS
HARDNESS:

The Mohs Hardness for Black Tourmaline is 7.0 - 7.5 making it a durable stone. 

CHAKRAS TOURMALINE
CONNECTS BEST WITH

Black Tourmaline is a crystal that connects the best with the Root
Chakra, and it is most commonly used for re-balancing the root
chakra. The Root Chakra or the Base Chakra is the very first chakra
of our energetic system. It’s the foundation for the whole energetic
system in our bodies. 

When the Root Chakra is imbalanced, the whole chakra system
suffers from that disbalance. Like the foundation, the Root Chakra is
the center of grounding, security, courage, and life itself. 

Black Tourmaline connects deeply with the Root Chakra, and it’s an
amazing crystal to work with while balancing the root chakra. 



WHY SHOULD YOU USE
TOURMALINE DURING
TAURUS SEASON?

While Tourmaline is an amazing tool to use during Taurus season, you can use it
during any season to enhance inner grounding, self-discipline, cleansing and
inner peace.

If you are seeking calmness and anxiety relief, then meditating with Black
Tourmaline is an amazing way to soothe yourself back to calmness. Black
Tourmaline is also known as a crystal for protection, so wearing a bit of Black
Tourmaline can help you ward off negative vibes. 

It’s great to start using
Tourmaline during Taurus

season because:
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Taurus is represented by the symbol of the Bull which
represents strength – both physical and spiritual. 

It says a lot about Taurus – they have two paces in
life, a steady, grounded, and stable way of life or a
hyper, fast, and ready-to-charge pace. Taurus as a
zodiac sign is often described as a patient, steady,
grounded sign that is always realistic, and simply
oozes with inner balance and strength. 

Creating your own damn magic and finding your
inner strength by connecting with your inner Taurus
is the best thing that you can do for yourself during
this Taurus season.

The steady energy of Taurus comes mostly from the
planet that rules Taurus – Venus. Venus is the planet
that governs love, beauty, money, and material
goods. It flows with steady and relaxing energy. 

Venus is the planet that provides Taurus with the
love of beauty, immense inner strength, realistic
perspective, and patience. This slow steady vibe also
comes from the earth's energy as well since Taurus
is an earth sign. The earth element brings nurturing,
relaxed, strong, harmonious vibes.

With all of this said, you have a pretty good image of
what Taurus season is about. This following period
will be all about self-discipline, getting grounded and
listening to your intuition. 

Are you excited to make your own damn magic with
Tourmaline? Let’s get into it!



HOW TO USE THE
TOURMALINE FROM 
YOUR BOX?

In your box, you will find three shapes of Tourmaline - a crystal tumbled stone, a
Black Tourmaline pyramid, and a crystal pendant. Today we are sharing with you
magical healing rituals to help you create your own damn magic with tourmaline:
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INSTILLING GROUNDING &
INTUITION BUILDING

First up, place your Black Tourmaline pyramid and all of your
crystals from the box in front of you. If you can also place a
yoga mat or a blanket on the floor that would be great since
this ritual will require you to lay down.

Now that you have set everything up, let’s start working with
your Black Tourmaline Pyramid. As you sit on your yoga mat,
take a few deep breaths as you hold your pyramid. Breathe in
and out, feel its beautiful, strong, grounding energy. 

We are kicking off with a super special ritual to help you instill inner
grounding. When things are bumpy and out of whack, we might
be totally thrown off of our magical path. 

In months like this one, and periods of time when a lot of changes
are happening, having inner stillness and getting in touch with
your intuition is a great way to not only not get thrown off your
magical path, but also for continuing to create your own damn
magic. 

Tourmaline is an amazing crystal to work with to promote deep
inner grounding, giving you the necessary balance, and stillness to
listen to your intuition. Here is how to do this super special
grounding and intuition building ritual:
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Then as you hold your intention of inner
cleansing, whisper to the pyramid three
times: “cleanse, ground, protect”. 

Feel it with your whole heart, the intention
slowly sinking into your crystal, allowing it
to vibrate clearer, more powerful,
purposeful energy. Then, as a sort of ease
comes over you from the shift of vibration,
take a deep breath in, and as you exhale,
lay down on your yoga mat/blanket, and
place your Black Tourmaline Pyramid
below your belly button, at the lowest part
of your belly.

Now, close your eyes and take a few deep
breaths. Ask the Black Tourmaline Pyramid
to suck up any negative energy or
blockages that might be diminishing the
efficiency of your Root Chakra. Visualize
the Black Tourmaline sucking up any
negative vibes and dissolving them,
allowing the fiery, steady, red light of your
chakra to sparkle up. Well done gorgeous!
Let’s continue:

Now, move up your Black Tourmaline Pyramide upwards, right below your belly
button or on top of it. Close your eyes and take a few deep breaths. Ask the
Black Tourmaline Pyramid to suck up any negative energy or blockages that
might be diminishing the efficiency of your Sacral Chakra. Visualize the Black
Tourmaline sucking up any negative vibes and dissolving them, allowing the
fiery, steady, orange light of your chakra to sparkle up.

Now, move up your Black Tourmaline Pyramide upwards, above your belly
button, below your chest. Close your eyes and take a few deep breaths. Ask
the Black Tourmaline Pyramid to suck up any negative energy or blockages 



that might be diminishing the efficiency of your Solar Plexus
Chakra. Visualize the Black Tourmaline sucking up any negative
vibes and dissolving them, allowing the fiery, steady, bright
yellow light of your chakra to sparkle up.

Now, move up your Black Tourmaline Pyramide upwards, on
your chest, close to your heart Close your eyes and take a few
deep breaths. Ask the Black Tourmaline Pyramid to suck up any
negative energy or blockages that might be diminishing the
efficiency of your Heart Chakra. Visualize the Black Tourmaline
sucking up any negative vibes and dissolving them, allowing the
gentle, steady, green light of your chakra to sparkle up.

Now, move up your Black Tourmaline Pyramide upwards, right
on your throat or as close to it as you can keep it steady. Close
your eyes and take a few deep breaths. Ask the Black
Tourmaline Pyramid to suck up any negative energy or
blockages that might be diminishing the efficiency of your
Throat Chakra. Visualize the Black Tourmaline sucking up any
negative vibes and dissolving them, allowing the steady, blue
light of your chakra to sparkle up.

Now, move up your Black Tourmaline Pyramide upwards, on
your forehead. Close your eyes and take a few deep breaths.
Ask the Black Tourmaline Pyramid to suck up any negative
energy or blockages that might be diminishing the efficiency of
your Third Eye Chakra. Visualize the Black Tourmaline sucking up
any negative vibes and dissolving them, allowing the piercing,
purple light of your chakra to sparkle up.
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Finally, move up your Black Tourmaline Pyramide
upwards, right above your head, yet still touching it.
Close your eyes and take a few deep breaths. Ask the
Black Tourmaline Pyramid to suck up any negative
energy or blockages that might be diminishing the
efficiency of your Crown Chakra. Visualize the Black
Tourmaline sucking up any negative vibes and
dissolving them, allowing the steady, lavender light of
your chakra to sparkle up.

Now, take a few moments to enjoy this beautiful,
stable, constant energy flow, beating in uniform,
creating a place of perfect balance, perfect stillness.
As you do so, you can almost faintly hear something
in the distance. 

Place your Black Tourmaline Pyramid below your belly
button, where your Root Chakra lies, and ask it to help
you enhance inner grounding. Visualize the strong,
peaceful yet strong grounding energy pulsing, moving
upwards your chakra system, going all the way to the
top of your head, then from the top of your head,
downwards, spreading to every part of your body,
filling it up with perfect harmonious, anchoring energy.

In the midst of that stillness, that perfect balance, that
perfect silence, listen to the voice of your intuition. Is it
a sensation, an emotion, a thought that just came
forward, or just a notion or a deep sense of knowing?
Focus on feeling, listening, seeing, engaging all of your
senses, both physical and spiritual. Don’t worry, even if
you are struggling to see the message clearly, it will
come to you at the right time. Just believe that your
intuition is working really hard to reach you and send
you an important message that will become
conscious with time.
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When you feel ready, open your eyes, and gently
remove the Black Tourmaline pyramid from your
body. Then, slowly sit up, and take a few
moments to breathe and just let things be. Once
you feel more in touch with yourself, take your
Black Tourmaline tumbled stone and your Pink
Tourmaline tumbled stone in your palms.

Take a few moments to feel their energy. Then,
while holding your strong intention to hear the
message from your intuition, whisper to your
black tourmaline tumbled stone: ‘patience’ and to
your pink tourmaline ‘intuition enhance’. Then hold
each of the stones in each palm - allow your
intuition to decide which one is in which hand.
Then, close your eyes, and take a few deep
breaths. Fully immerse yourself within the
calmness of your body, mind and soul. Ask the
Universe to unfold your guidance and message
at the right time. Ask it to grant you patience
during this time, and to also help you to get more
in tune with your intuition.

Then simply take a few deep breaths, and take a
few moments of silence to fully embody inner
stillness. Once your feel ready, open your eyes,
set aside your tumbled stones, and take your
pendant in your palms. With the strong intention
of clarity, guidance and anchoring in mind,
whisper to your pendant three times: ‘anchor’.
Then, wear your pendant wherever you go, to
always be protected, grounded and guided by
the Universe towards the path that leads to your
most magical self.
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Meditate with your Pink Tourmaline tumbled
stone whenever you want to enhance self-love,
determination, inner kindness or perhaps to
enhance emotional healing.

Wear your Pink Tourmaline tumbled stone with
you whenever you need to enhance positive life
energy, and to remain optimistic, loving and
caring.

Wear your Black Tourmaline Pendant to help
you find the best path that leads to your most
magical self, while also being protected from
negative vibes.

Meditate with your Black Tourmaline Tumbled
stone when you need to enhance grounding
and determination. You can also wear it for
extra protection.

Place your Black Tourmaline tumbled stone
beneath your pillow to enhance inner balance
and stillness during the night.

Meditate with your Black Tourmaline Pyramid
whenever you need an extra dose of cleansing,
inner grounding and anchoring. Use it to power
up your chakras and suck any blockages of
negative vibes within. 

Although we have presented this ritual as a whole,
you can also do each part of it individually! You
can also:
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Place your Black Tourmaline pyramid
near the entrance of your home to
stop negative vibes from entering
your home. Place Black Tourmaline
pyramid in your bedroom, near your
bed to dissolve negative vibes while
sleeping and promote better sleep.

 You can also place all of your tools
on your sacred altar or your crystal
healing space if you have one.

Although Tourmaline is a self-reliant
crystal that cleanses and charges
itself, it's always great to give it some
energy boost by allowing it to soak
up some sunshine on your windows,
or some moonlight during a Full
Moon. (make sure that you don't
leave it out too long in the sun
though - a couple of hours at most)

You can also place your Tourmaline
near your other crystals so that you
can cleanse and protect them from
negative vibes as well.

We hope that you have enjoyed this month’s box!

Happy healing!
With love, the MLMS team xoxo


